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0 IntroductionWhile working on complexity questions for V C-dimension of general neu-ral networks and corresponding semi-Pfa�an sets [KM97a], we became con-vinced that major progress on o-minimality should come from a more system-atic use of Sard's Theorem and Morse Theory [H76]. The importance of thesefor Khovanski's basic work [K91] is clear. Our result was strongly con�rmedby Wilkie's 1996 result [W96] on the o-minimality of expansions of the real�eld by C1 primitives, provided that the (necessary) condition holds thatall quanti�er-free de�nable sets have �nitely many connected components,uniformly in parameters. A striking consequence is the o-minimality of thePfa�an C1-structure on IR.In this paper we go further, in particular removing, exactly to the extentto which this is possible, Wilkie's C1 assumption. Wilkie used Sard, but notMorse. We use both, and an important recent result of van den Dries andMiller [DM96] (which abstracts an important result of Bierstone, Milmanand Pawlucki).Our original goal was merely to relativize Wilkie's result, by showing thatif M is an o-minimal expansion of the real �eld then the expansion of M bythe addition of functions \Pfa�an over M" (discussion and exact de�nitionin section 5) is o-minimal.For M based on C1 primitives this is quite easy, using Wilkie, plus Sardand Morse in Khovanski's style. To do it without the C1 assumption neededa new idea, coming from [DM96]. Then, having achieved this objective, werealized that we had obtained a nice characterization of o-minimal expansionsof the real �eld.In this paper we reverse the order of discovery. The characterization isTheorem 4 below. The application to Pfa�an closures is Theorem 22.1 Background on o-minimality1.1 Following an old (and recently revived) tradition, we avoid syntac-tical considerations while doing pure model theory (especially de�nabilitytheory). Of course if we move on to complexity considerations syntax isrelevant. 2



1.2 ForX a nonempty set and n an integer� 1, Xn is the usual cartesianpower. For n = 0, it is natural to put X0 = f;g = 1. An n-ary function onX is identi�ed with a subset of Xn+1 (satisfying functionality conditions).So a 0-ary function is naturally associated to a constant.1.3 If � is a map n ! m, we write �� for the map Xm ! Xn given by(x1; : : : ; xm)! (x�(1); : : : ; x�(n)).If n � m, and � is the inclusion, �� is the usual projection �m;n : Xm !Xn.1.4 As in [W96] our basic objects are X-systems, i.e. sequences hSnin2!,where Sn is a set of subsets of Xn. A is in S if A is in some Sn.If S is an X-system, X is pure if it satis�es the axioms:(P1) X 2 S;(P2) Each Sn is closed under ��, where � is a permutation of n;(P3) A 2 Sn ! A�X 2 Sn+1;(P4) Sn closed under \.It then follows that if A 2 Sn and B 2 Sm then A�B 2 Sn+m [W96].Wilkie de�nes two operations on X-systems, and shows that the class ofpure X-systems is closed under both. These are:� S[ = hS[n i, where S[n is the closure of Sn under �nite unions;� S9 = hS9ni, where S9n is the collection of all �m;n[A], m � n, A 2 Sm.Obviously Sn � S[n , and Sn � S9n.Write � for the obvious (pointwise de�ned) partial order on X-systems.Let Pure(S) be the least pure system extending S (it obviously exists).1.5 Now assume X has a �xed topology, inducing the product topologieson Xn. Let denote closure, in appropriate contexts.Here we modify Wilkie's notation slightly. Let SLCn consist of all A1 \A2\� � �\Ar, Ai 2 Sn, and SLC = hSLCn i (LC stands for local closure). ThenWilkie showed that S � SLC, and LC preserves purity [W96].3



1.6 Finally we go to X = IR, with the order topology, and to what Wilkiecalls tame systems. There are four axioms (T1) { (T4), of which only thelast requires discussion. Firstly:(T1) S is pure;(T2) Sn contains every semi-algebraic subset of IRn (and in particular everysingleton);(T3) For every n and A 2 Sn there exists m � n and a closed B 2 Sm withA = �m;n[B].(T4) has to do with the type of �niteness condition found by Khovanski[K91], which was so inspirational for Wilkie's breakthrough in [W94].Suppose A � IRk+l, and ~� 2 IRl. Let A~� = fx : (x; ~�) 2 Ag � IRk. GiveA~� the subspace topology, and let bo( ~�) = number of connected componentsof A~�. Following [K91] we are interested in situations where bo( ~�) is boundedindependently of ~�.Of course if only k + l (not k; l) is given, we would wish to consider allpermutations � of k + l, and all k0; l0 with k0 + l0 = k + l. This would giveonly �nitely many variations on the original case, and one would want a bobound covering all cases simultaneously. Since we have (T1), (T2) anyway,it is then reasonable to impose:(T4) If A 2 Sn, there is an integer N such that for any a�ne subset Y ofRn, A \ Y has � N connected components in the subspace topology.[Recall that an a�ne function on IRn is the sum of a linear function and aconstant, and that an a�ne subset is the zeroset of any set of a�ne functions.But obviously this is the same notion as zeroset of � n a�ne functions].Khovanski proved that (T4) holds for any semi-Pfa�an set [K91], and(T1) { (T3) are trivial in this situation.The point of Wilkie's formulation of (T4) rather than the version dis-cussed earlier is that it is useful in inductive arguments (where he makesingenious use of it). 4



1.7 Wilkie shows that the class of tame IR-systems is closed under[;9; LC [W95].Let S be a tame IR-system. Then there is a smallest IR-system extendingS and closed under [;9; LC. This system is tame. We propose to call itCh(S), the Charbonel closure of S, in recognition of the insights in [C91].1.8 Ch(S) has some agreeable topological and measure-theoretic proper-ties. Let � be Lebesque measure, and �n the corresponding product measureIRn. Then, easily, every set in (Ch(S))n is �n-measurable. Moreover, any setin (Ch(S))n with no interior has measure 0. And, �nally, if a set in (Ch(S))nhas no interior its closure has measure 0, and in particular no interior. See[W95].1.9 Tarski systems After these rather nontrivial considerations, wereturn temporarily to generalities. X will be again a nonempty set.De�nition: S is a Tarski system on X if S is a pure X-system such thatS = S[ = S9, and such that each Sn is a Boolean subalgebra of Xn, and thegraph of = is in S2.A Tarski system on X is closed under the usual primitives of �rst orderlogic, and is in fact no more than a sequence hSni such that for some languageL and L-structure on X, Sn is the collection of de�nable subsets of Xn[DM96].Note that complement (or negation) was not involved in the discussionthrough x1.7 . The extraordinary fact is that under some mild assumptionson tame IR-systems S, Ch(S) is a Tarski system [W96].1.10 o-minimality on IR Let S be a Tarski system on IR, with the graphof > in S2.De�nition: S is o-minimal if every A 2 S, has �nite boundary.Most remarkably, one knows:Theorem: [D97] If S is o-minimal then for every A 2 Sk+l, b0( ~�) is boundeduniformly for ~� 2 IRl (cf. x1.5). 5



If then S contains the semilinear sets, (T4) holds. Also, the connectedcomponents of A~� are in S, when S is o-minimal. For a beautiful survey ofthe many important consequences of o-minimality, see [DM96].1.11 It is of course trivial that tame Tarski systems on IR are o-minimal.But one now knows deep results that go from tame S to o-minimal Ch(S),and we now turn to them.Recall our convention that functions are (unless otherwise speci�ed) iden-ti�ed with relations.If S is an X-system, there is obviously a smallest Tarski system on Xextending S. We call it Tarski(S) (the Tarski closure of S). A Tarskisystem S0 is generated by a system S if S0 = Tarski(S).Note that if a Tarski system S0 is generated by S, then S 0 consists of thede�nable relations on the natural L-structure on X where L has = ; functionsymbols for the members of S which are total functions, and relation symbolsfor the other relations in S.De�nition: (0 � j � 1) An IR-system S is Cj if its members are either >or Cj total functions.Finally:Theorem 1: [W96]. Let S be a C1 IR-system, such that Pure(S) is tame.Then Ch(S) = Tarski(S) and is o-minimal.We now set out to improve this, by weakening the C1 assumption.2 Generating o-minimal IR-systems2.1 We do not know if every o-minimal IR-system is of the formTarski(S), for S C1. This seems to us unlikely. We are however inclinedto conjecture that every o-minimal S0 extends to one of the form Tarski(S),for S C1. If this were proved, it would simplify greatly our work in section5.2.2 It is of course trivial that any o-minimal S0 is of the form Tarski(S),where S consists of order and total functions (just use characteristic func-tions). This is uninteresting, and useless. However:6



Theorem 2: If S0 is o-minimal, then for 0 � j <1 there is an S such thatS0 = Tarski(S) and S is Cj.Proof: Here we start using substantial facts about o-minimality.Fix j, and let S consist of > and all total Cj functions in S0. We claimS0 = Tarski(S).By [D97], every A in S0 is a �nite union of cells. So we have only to showthat cells are in Tarski(S). This is now done by induction, following theinductive de�nition of cell in [D97].For points, or cells on the line, the result is obvious, as these need only =and > in their de�nition. At a later stage of the induction, to de�ne a cell Ain IRn one has a cell B in IRn�1 (which we can assume to be on Tarski(S)),and either1. an element f of S0 which is a continous function B ! IR, and A = f ,2. elements of f , g of S0, both continous functions B ! IR, with f < gon B, and A isf(x1; : : : ; xn�1; xn) : (x1; : : : ; xn�1) 2 B^f(x1; : : : ; xn) < xn < g(x1; : : : ; xn)gWe have to show A is in Tarski(S).In Case 1, consider the closed set A. By a crucial result of [DM96], Ais the zero set of a total Cj function in S0, and so A is in Tarski(S). ButA = A \ (B � IR), so is in Tarski(S).For Case 2, get f , g in Tarski(S) by above argument. Clearly A isde�nable from these and <. 22.3 The Zero Set Condition. We have just seen that any o-minimalS0 is generated, for any j � 0, by > and a set of total Cj functions. We madecrucial use of the following result [DM96] (inspired by unpublished work ofBierstone, Milman and Pawlucki):Theorem 3: If S0 is o-minimal, and A is a closed set in S, then for eachj � 0, A is the zeroset of some total Cj f in S 0.This now suggests our main de�nition. Before it:7



De�nition: If f is a function IRn ! IR, Zer(f) is the zeroset of f , andPos(f) the positivity set of f .Finally:De�nition: Let S be an IR-system of total continous functions. S is ano-minimal generator if:(1) S containing the constant functions, and each �m, and is closed under+, �, �.(2) If f 2 Sm+1 (i.e. f : IRm ! IR) and � is a mapm! n, then ��f 2 Sn+1;(3) (The Zero Set Condition) If f is in S then for each j � 1 there is g inS such that g is Cj and Zer(f) = Zer(g);(4) (Uniform H0 bounds) Let n = k + l, and f1; : : : ; fr; g1; : : : ; gS 2 Sn+1.Let A = Zer(f1) \ : : : \ Zer(fr) \ Pos(g1) \ : : : \ Pos(gs). Then as ~�varies in IRl, b0( ~�) is bounded.(5) If f is in S, f C1, then its partial derivatives are in S.Our main theorem is:Theorem 4: Let S0 be a Tarski system with > in (S0)2, and contains allconstants. Then S0 is o-minimal if and only if for some o-minimal generatorS, S0 = Tarski((S;>)), where (S;>) is the system generated by S and >.We already know necessity, by Theorem 2 and the basic uniformity ofconnected components for o-minimal theories.In the next section we prove Theorem 4 (and more). Sard's Theorem willnow come into play.3 Sardian Considerations3.1 Let us �x an o-minimal generator S. Let T be the system such thatTn consists of all sets A as in clause (4) above.Lemma 5: T is pure.Proof: 8



(P1) IR = Zer(0).(P2) By clause (2).(P3) By clause (2).(P4) Clear. 2But even more:Lemma 6: T[ is tame.Proof: (T1) and (T2) are clear. (T3) is essentially the observationy > 0, (9u; v)(y� v2 = 0 ^ u � v � 1 = 0)and is an old idea going back to [T51].(T4) is an easy consequence of Clause 4, the presence of linear functions,and that the union of two sets each with �nitely many connected componentshas �nitely many connected components. 2Corollary: Ch(T[) is tame.Proof: Theorem 1. 23.2 Now our task is to show that Ch(T[) = Tarski(T[), and is o-minimal. As Wilkie shows, it su�ces to show:(*) For any closed A in Ch(T[), there is a closed B in Ch(T[)such that B has empty interior and @A � B.The passage from (*) to our conclusion (closure under complement forCh(T[)) does not need any di�erentiability assumptions. But the proof of(the analogue of) (*) in Wilkie [W96] uses a C1 assumption. We will get bywith the ZeroSet Condition.We get from T to Ch(T[) by iteration of [;9 and LC, and (*) will beproved via an induction on how A is generated. In fact something muchmoreprecise has to be proved by this type of induction.9



3.3 Tameness and Sard. Wilkie discovered that inside tame systemsSard's Theorem can be freed from the usual restriction (that if f : IRm ! IRnand f is Ck where k > max(0;m � n) then the set of nonregular values hasmeasure 0). In fact:Theorem 7: Suppose S is a tame IR-system. Suppose n � m � 1, andF : U ! IRm is a C1 function, where U is open in IRn and U and F are inS. Then the set of nonregular values of F is in Ch(S), and has measure 0.Proof: See [W96] and x1.7. 2And similarly:Theorem 8: Suppose S is a tame IR-System. Let n > m � 1, �a 2 IRm.Suppose F : IRn ! IRm and f : IRn ! IR are in S and C1. Then if �a is aregular value for F there are at most �nitely many b 2 IR such that (�a; b) isa nonregular value for hF; fi.3.4 Maxwell's thesis. As a contribution to Wilkie's programme his stu-dent, Steve Maxwell [M96] showed the following for tame IR-systems:Theorem 9: (Weak selection) (S tame)Suppose n;m � 1, A 2 Sn,B 2 Sn+m, and A has nonempty interior. Suppose8�x 2 A9~y 2 IRm h�x; ~yi 2 B. Then there is a nonempty open set U � A, U in(Ch(S))n, and a ' : U ! IRm, ' in Ch(S), such that 8�x 2 U h�x; '(�x)i 2 B.Theorem 10: (Almost everywhere smoothness) (S tame)Suppose n;m � 1, N � 0, U open, U 2 Sn, and F : U ! IRm, F in S. Thenthere is a closed set A in Ch(S)n, containing no interior points, such that Fis CN on U nA.Theorem 11: (Closure under di�erentiation) (S tame)Suppose n � 1, U 2 Sn, U open, and F : U ! IR a C1 function in S. Thenthe partial derivatives (on U) are in Ch(S).3.5 The last needed result about tame S isTheorem 12: (S tame)Suppose that n; k � 1 and F : IRn+k ! IRk is a C1 function in S. Suppose �a10



is a regular value of F , and U is an open ball in IRn with the property thatX = F�1(�a) \ (U � IRk) is nonempty and bounded. Then either(i) �[X] = U , where � : IRn+k ! IRn is the projection map onto the �rstn coordinates,or(ii) there exists � > 0 and distinct 1 � i1 < i2 < : : : < ik � n+k such thatdet @(F1; : : : ; Fk)@(xi1; : : : ; xik)! � Xtakes all values in [0; �] (here F = (F1; : : : ; Fk)).Proof: [W96] 24 Approximation Theory4.1 We now follow Wilkie in setting up de�nitions and a goal for approx-imation theory, but we will prove a di�erent result.4.2 De�nition: (as in [W96])(i) IR+ = fx 2 IR : x > 0g;(ii) (k 2 IN) A k-modulus is a sequence � = h�0; : : : ; �ki with �0 2 IR+,and �i : IRi+ ! IR+ for i = 1; : : : ; k;(iii) If � is a k-modulus, and � = h�0; : : : ; �ki 2 IRk+1+ , then � is �-boundedif �0 < �0 and �i < �i(�0; : : : ; �i�1) for i = 1; : : : ; k;(iv) If x = hx1; : : : ; xni 2 IRn, kxk = maxfjxij : 1 � i � ng;(v) Suppose n � 1, k 2 IN, A � IRn, B � IRn+k, and � is a k-modulus.Then B � A(mod �) (B approximates A from below (mod �)) if forall �-bounded � (= h�0; : : : ; �ki) and all ~x 2 IRn, if h~x; �1; : : : ; �ki 2 Bthen there is ~y in A with k~x� ~yk < �0;11



(vi) (Same assumptions as in (v)).A � B(mod �) (B approximates A from above on bounded sets (mod�)) if for every �-bounded � (= h�0; : : : ; �ki) and every ~x in A withk~xk < ��10 there is ~y in IRn with k~x� ~yk < �0 and h~y; �1; : : : ; �ki 2 B.4.3 The main use of the above notions comes fromLemma 13: [W96]. (S tame). Suppose n � 1, k 2 IN, A 2 Sn, B 2 Sn+kand B has empty interior. Let � be a k-modulus such that @A � B(mod �).Then there is in (Ch(S))n a closed set C with empty interior such that@A � C.Proof: [W96] 2The problem is how, given A, and seeking C, one constructs B (evidently,by [W95], one needs only that B is in Ch(S)). Wilkie uses a C1 assump-tion. We are going to use the assumption that S = T[, for T an o-minimalgenerator.In both approaches, a crucial role is played by Sardian considerations.4.4 Sardian sets over S Let S be an o-minimal generator.De�nition: Let B � IRn � IRk+, with n; k � 1. B is l-Sardian over S if B isde�ned by(x1; : : : ; xn; "1; : : : ; "k) 2 B , (9xn+1) � � � (9xn+k�1) k̂i=1 fi(x1; : : : ; xn+k�1) = "iwhere the fi are C l : IRn+k�1 ! IR, and are in S.Remarks:(i) In the above, let f = (f1; : : : ; fk). Suppose also l � 1. Then the set ofnonregular values " for f has measure zero, and is in Ch(T[). This isbecause of [W96];(ii) In the above, B has no interior [W96];(iii) In the above, B is in Ch(T[), obviously.12



4.5 The main result Theorem 14: (S an o-minimal generator).For A in Ch(S), and all l � 1, there exists a k � 1 (an l-complexity forA), a k-modulus � (an l-modulus for A), and a set B � IRn � IRk+ (an l-approximation for A) such that B is a �nite union of l-Sardian sets over S(l-approximating constituents for A) such that @A � B(mod �) and B �@A(mod �).Once we have proved this, there will follow, exactly as in [W96],Corollary: (S an o-minimal generator).Ch(S) =Tarski(S), and is o-minimal.The theorem is proved by induction essentially on the construction of Ain Ch(S).In the previous discussion we have worked over T[, since it is tame. Wewill take this as the base of our constructions.We will prove Theorem 14 by induction on how A is constructed. Typ-ically we will have the form of the result for all A and all l, and A in sometame system T 0 between T[ and Ch(T[). Then we have to go on to (T 0)[,or (T 0)9, or (T 0)LC. Typically, to get the l result for an entity in the newsystem, we will use the (l+1)-result on entities in the earlier system. In fact,the path is not quite as straight as this outline suggests.We now list the essential modules involved.(1) If A1; : : : ; Ar have the property for l, so does A1 [ � � � [Ar.This is obvious, and something similar is done in [W96].(2) If A � IRn+1, and has the (l+1)-property, then �[A] has the l-property,where � : IRn+1 ! IRn is the projection onto the �rst n coordinates.This is (essentially) done in 3.10 of [W96], and uses the fact that Scontains 0@1 + n+kXi=n+1 x2i1A 12all n, k, and is an algebra closed under any partials which exist.We stress that this module requires work, done in [W96].13



(3) Suppose f in S, and A = Zer(f). Then A has the l-property for all l.Here we use critically the ZeroSet Condition, to get A = Zer(g), g inS, g C l. Then use also that0@ 1 + nXi=1 x2i! 12 x2n+11A�1is in S, all n. Then the argument in 3.8 of [W96] works.(4) If A is in T , A has the l-property, all l.The basic idea is that for f in S, Pos(f) is the projection of someZer(g), g in S. Thus A in T is also of this form. Now use modules (2)and (3).(5) If A is in T[, A has the l-property, all l.Use modules (4) and (1).(6) Now we use a cunning idea of Wilkie [W96].Suppose A � IRn has the l-property. Let Y be an (n � 1)-dimensionala�ne subspace of IRn, such that A \ Y = @(A) \ Y . Then A \ Y hasthe l-property.This is done in 3.12 of [W96](7) The reader would be right to regard T 0 7! (T 0)LC as the most problem-atic step.However, Wilkie, in 1.19 of [W96], remarked that for tame systemsT 0, and A in (T 0)LCn , there exists m � n and A0 in T 0m, and an a�nesubspace Y of IRm such that A = �[A0 \ Y ], where � is the projectiononto the �rst n coordinates.So, because of module (2), we need, to handle LC, only the following:Suppose A � IRn has the l-property, and Y is an a�ne subspace of IRn.Then A \ Y has the l-property.Wilkie does this, using module (6), in 3.13.These are our modules, and it follows easily that our Theorem 14 holds. 214



4.6 A remark about model completeness. Let S be an o-minimalgenerator, and L the language based on S and >. Then:Lemma 15: Every A in Ch((S;<)) is existentially de�nable (for L), pro-vided the closure of an existentially de�nable set is existentially de�nable.Proof: Obvious. 2Corollary: Tarski ((S;<)) is model complete if and only if the closure ofany existentially de�nable set is existentially de�nable.5 Pfa�an Closure5.1 Let us �rst recall Khovanski's de�nition of Pfa�an chain, and Pfaf-�an function [K91].De�nition: Suppose f0; : : : ; fk�1 are real analytic functions on IRn.hf0; : : : ; fk�1i is a Pfa�an chain of length k if for i < k and i � j � nthere are polynomials Pij (x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yi). such that for each i; j@fi@xj = Pij (x1; : : : ; xn; f0(x); : : : ; fi(x)).De�nition: f is Pfa�an if it occurs in a Pfa�an chain.Examples are polynomials, ex, arctan, R x0 e�t2dt, (1 + Pnj=1 x2j ) 12 ), and�(1 +Pnj=1 x2j) 12 ) + x2n��1.5.2 It is quite easy to see that the collection of Pfa�an functions is closedunder +, �, �.Of fundamental importance is Khovanski's Theorem [K91] which can be(re)written as:The class of Pfa�an functions has the property of uniform H0-bounds.It follows easily that the IR-system generated from all Zer(f) and Pos(f),f Pfa�an, using ^ and _, is tame. In this way, using his new techniques,Wilkie proved:Theorem 16: The Tarski system generated by > and the Pfa�an functionsis o-minimal. 15



5.3 Many people have noticed, in varying generality, that Khovanski'sargument relativizes to cases where the polynomials are replaced by someother class of functions having the property of uniformH0-bounds. However,as far as we know, the treatment below is the most general available.First we make a crude relativization.De�nition: (S an IR-system of functions).i) Let f0; : : : ; fk�1 be di�erentiable functions on IRn. hf0; : : : ; fk�1i is aPfa�an chain over S of length k if for each i < k and i � j � nthere are Pij (x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yi) in S such that for each i; j @fi@xj =Pij (x1; : : : ; xn; f0(x); : : : ; fi(x)).ii) f if Pfa�an over S if f occurs in a Pfa�an chain over S.Note: The fi are not assumed C1.At this level of generality one will not be able to transfer �niteness prop-erties from S to the class of Pfa�ans over S.Let us make some obviously reasonable restrictions on S, namely that itconsists of continuous functions, contains all constant functions, all ��, andthat each Sn is a ring under +, �, �.Suppose Q1; : : : ; Qn are in S, functions from IRn+k to IR, all C1. Lethf0; : : : ; fk�1i be a Pfa�an chain over S, with the Pij as above, and weassume the Fi are C1. Then, following Khovanski, one seeks to bound (withappropriate uniformities) the number of regular points forhQ1 (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x)) ; : : : ; Qn (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x))iin the inverse image of O (2 IRn). Again following [K91] oneconsiders the map (F1; : : : ; Fn; G) (= (F;G)) from IRn+1 to IRn+1,where Fi(x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) = Qi(x1; : : : ; xn; f0(x); : : : ; fk�2(x); xn+1) andG(x1; : : : ; xn; xn+1) = fk�1(x) � xn+1. So (F;G) is again a C1 map. LetM be the C1-submanifold of IRn+1 given by G = 0 (M is the graph of fk�1).The Jacobian J of (F;G) is continous and in S. Ĵ, its restriction to M ,is the restriction to M of some Q (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x); xn+1), where Q is acontinous element of S. (To get more di�erentiability on Q, we need moreon the Qi and on the Pij).By adding if need be a polynomial condition, with a parameter, we canassume (without changing the chain) that the original map, and (F;G), are16



proper. n is changed to n+1, thereby a�ecting bounds, but this is irrelevantto the present informal analysis.Let ~F be the restriction of F to M .One now uses Sard's Theorem for F , which requires F C2, which we maynot have. Let us just assume we have Sard somehow for C1 F . Let a be aregular value for F , and consider the compact curve �a = F�1(a). �a is asubmanifold of IRn.As in [K91], one now de�nes a vector �eld � in IRn+1 by: The derivative�� of a C1 function on IRn+1 along � is the Jacobian of (F;�). Then �a istangent to �, and � does not vanish on �a.Let g; j; |̂ be the restrictions of G, J and Ĵ to �a. So g0� = j, and g0� = |̂at the zeroes of g. Now impose the condition that ~F has its nonregularvalues of measure zero, but this is automatic since ~F is C1, and ~F is betweentwo manifolds of dimension n. So we can, as Khovanski does, at the cost ofdiscarding elements in a set of measure 0, assume a is a regular value for ~F .So g0� does not vanish at the zeroes of g.Now one attempts induction by considering the systems, based on ashorter chain:F = ��|̂ = � ) for arbitrary ��; � (as parameters).If N is a bound for the number of regular points in (F; |̂)�1(�; �), it follows asin [K91] that for any  2 IR, there are at most N regular points in (|̂)�1().Then, as in [K91] we get that g has � N zeroes. So there are � N pointswhere F = �;G = 0. So ( ~F )�1(�) has � N points. Applying Sard to ~F(no extra assumption needed), we get that for any �, the set set of pointsM regular for ~F and in ~F�1(�) has cardinal � N . And this of course givesa bound for the original problem Q1; : : : ; Qn.But notice that the argument in the last paragraph certainly needs |̂ tobe C1. And we only assumed enough to get |̂ continous.So let us take stock. The intention would be to repeat the argument untilwe get down to a system in S. It is clear that if we have a �niteness theoremin S then we get one for the Qi system, provided we make enough di�erentia-bility assumptions on the Qi and the Pij . The obvious requirement, takinginto account the need to reduce to the proper case, and the C2 requirementon F early in the discussion, is that the Qi should be Ck+3, and the Pij Ck+2.This will of course force the fi to be Ck+3. We have sketched a proof of thefollowing: 17



Lemma 17: (Hypothesis as above) If for each C1 H : IRm ! IRm (all m) inS, one has a bound (uniformly in parameters) for the number of H-regularpoints in H�1(�), then for any system as above, provided the Qi are Ck+3and the Pij Ck+2, one also has a uniform bound.Note that we do not assume the fi are C1, far less real analytic.5.4 The step from Khovanski Finiteness for systems H : IRn ! IRn, tothe uniform bounds on connected components of zerosets, goes via Morsetheory. See, for example, [H76], [T86].Suppose we have functions Qi (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x)) as before, but now1 � i � m say. We considerX = \1�i�mZer (Qi (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x))) � IRnBy taking the sums of the squares of the Qi, we can assume m = 1. We canalso assume, at the cost of going into IRn+1, that Q1 (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x))is proper. Now a general topology argument shows that one can bound thenumber of connected components for X if one can obtain a uniform boundfor the number of components of the zeroset of Q1� ", for " near 0. Now onewants to apply Sard to Q1 to get the nonregular " to form a set of measure0. For this, unfortunately, we require Q1 (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x)) to be Cn.Assume this, and replace Q1 by Q1 � � for a regular value � in the image ofQ1 (always possible unless X = IRn). Then X is a manifold, and one easilyuses the Morse inequalities [H76] (against a linear Morse function) to boundthe number of connected components (and even the sum of Betti numbers)by an upper bound for the number of nonsingular solutions ofF = 0@F@xi1 = 0...@F@xin�1 = 0where F (x1; : : : ; xn) = Q1 (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x)) and the ir are distinct with1 � ir � n.But we are therefore reduced to systems already considered in Lemma17. After some trivial bookkeeping, we get:18



Lemma 18: (Hypotheses on the fi and Pij as in Lemma 17). Supposethat S has the uniform H0-bounds property. Then the same is true for allsets de�ned in IRn by systems Qi (x; f0(x); : : : ; fk�1(x)) = 0 (1 � i � m),provided(i) the Pij are Ck+2;(ii) the fi are C l, where l = max(n+ 1; k + 4);(iii) the Qi are in S, and also C l.Again we stress that the fi are not assumed C1. Of course they are ifthe Pij are (and (i) above gives the fi Ck+3).Lemmas 17 and 18 seem us to give the maximum one can extract froma naive use of Khovanski's method. Now we try to squeeze out more, byassuming more about S.5.5 Now we begin with an o-minimal Tarski system S in IR, and let Sbe the system of all C1 total functions in S. Let hf0; : : : ; fk�1i be a Pfa�anchain over S, the fi being functions on IRn. Let Pij be the usual functionsfrom S occuring in the di�erential equations of the chain.We want to show that the Tarski system got by adding f0; : : : ; fk�1 to Sis o-minimal, and we are going to use the characterization given by Theorem14. So we have to show, for the system built from S and the fi, a uniformH0-condition, and a zeroset condition. For the latter purpose we are goingto assume henceforward:Each fi is C1.[We do expect that our methods can be elaborated to remove this as-sumption. A special case is considered in [KM97c]. Patrick Speissegger hasinformed us in May '97 that by using the quite involved ideas of Lion andRollin [LR96] he can obtain a considerable generalization of our result [S97].]We have �rst to get the uniform H0-property for sets in ~~y space by con-ditions (in parameters ~w) de�ned by positive Boolean combinations of con-ditions Q �~~y; ~w; : : : ; ��l fi(~~y; ~w); : : :� = 0where Q is in S, and the ��l are various maps on �nite sets (cf. 1.3). Bygoing to more variables, we can assume no > condition occurs. Again, the19



various ��l fi �t into a Pfa�an chain in more variables, so we can assumex = (~~y; ~w) and we are dealing only with conjunctions of conditionsQ �~~y; ~w; f0(~~y; ~w); : : : ; fk�1(~~y; ~w)� = 0Now, as in Khovanskii [K91], we will proceed by induction on k. In [K91]the induction is for systems of m equations in m unknowns, and nonsingularsolutions (which are of course isolated). For any given k one uses the latterresult, for k, to deal with the case of components of generated systems withthe same k, using Morse Theory.Here a slightly di�erent path has to be followed, since the Q's and the Pijare not assumed C1. This causes some problems in the application of Sard.So we start with a �nite system of equationsQ(~~y; ~w; f0(~~y; ~w); : : : ; fk�1(~~y; ~w)) = 0 (#)(the Q's in S), and want to bound the number of connected components in~~y space independent of the value given to ~w. If k = 0, we get this from theo-minimality of �. We now induct on k.The Morse argument (which needs a generic linear Morse function) takesplace in the category of C2 manifolds [H76]. Because of the Zero Set Condi-tion, we can, in (#), assume as much di�erentiability of the Q (but not thePij !) as the problem requires. So, by the standard argument, one can getbounds for components in (#) provided one can get bounds for nonsingularzeros of systemsQ(~~y; ~w; f0(~~y; ~w); : : : ; fk�1(~~y; ~w)) = 0@Q@y1 (~~y; ~w; f0(~~y; ~w); : : : ; fk�1(~~y; ~w)) = 0...@Q@ym�1 (~~y; ~w; f0(~~y; ~w); : : : ; fk�1(~~y; ~w)) = 0 9>>>>>=>>>>>; (##)Now (##) has as much di�erentiability as we need (by our earlier assump-tion), so we may carry out Khovanskii's analysis straightforwardly, gettingdown to systems F = �|̂ = � (*)as in 5.3, with the estimate we require bounded by the number of nonsingularsolutions of (*). 20



Now we come to the required modi�cation. F does not involve fk�1, and|̂ doesn't either, but |̂ involves the Pij (from Chain Rule) which are onlyC1. The Khovanskii inductive argument falters here, for nonsingular zeros.However, instead of using a bound for nonsingular zeros of (*), we can useone for a number of connected components of (*), and get this by inductionsince (*) can be written without fk�1. The essential point is that nonsingularsolutions for m equations in m unknowns give singleton components.So now we take stock.We have proved:Lemma 19. Let S be an o-minimal Tarski system on IR, and S the system ofall C1 functions in S. Let hf0; : : : ; fk�1i be a Pfa�an chain of C1 functionsover S. Then all Boolean combinations of zero and positivity sets of functionsQ(�x; fo(�x); : : : ; fk�1(�x)), Q in S, have the uniform H0-bound property.Proof: Done. 2We approach our goal.Lemma 20. (Same assumptions) The class of all such functions above hasthe Zero Set Property.Proof: Clear, since the fi are C1. 2Finally:Theorem 21: Let S be an o-minimal Tarski system on IR, and S the systemof all C1 functions in S. Let hf0; : : : ; fk�1i be a Pfa�an chain over S, andassume each fi is C1. Then the Tarski system generated by S and the fi iso-minimal.Proof: Done. 25.6 The Pfa�an Closure. Let S be o-minimal. Let Pfa� (S) be thesmallest Tarski system extending S and closed under adding C1 Pfa�anfunctions over C1 functions.We call Pfa� (S) the Pfa�an closure of S. It is o-minimal, by Theorem21. 21



6 Concluding Remarks6.1 Until Wilkie's recent work, the exponential played a special roleamong transcendental Pfa�an functions not realanalytic at 1. (It still doesvis-a-vis model completeness). Until recently the system IRan;exp was thelargest known o-minimal system [DM96, DMM94]. It is known [DMM94]that Pfa� (IRan;exp) is much bigger. But even this is by no means the limit.The important work of van den Dries and Speissegger [DS96], based on typ-ically fundamental work of Tougeron [T94], gave two large proper o-minimalexpansions of IRan, namely:(1) The system based on generalized convergent power series [DS96];(2) The system based on in�nitely representable functions [S96].Both are even model-complete (both are polynomially bounded). Therelation between (1) and (2) is not quite clear to us, though we believe theyhave a common o-minimal expansion.If one adds exp to (1) one gets the � function on (1;1) de�nable, andif one adds exp to (2) one gets the � function on (1;1) de�nable. By ourTheorem the Pfa�an closure of both systems is o-minimal. (Van den Dries[DS97], in work completed before ours, showed that adding exp to a (model-complete) o-minimal theory containing the restricted exponential preserveso-minimality (and model completeness), so the o-minimality of �, and of �,is due to van den Dries and Speissegger).We fully expect(a) that all known o-minimal expansions of IR have a common extension;(b) that essentially new o-minimal theories, e.g. superexponential, remainto be discovered.6.2 Inde�nite integrals. If S is o-minimal, and f is a C1 functionIR ! IR, f in S, then g(t) = R t0 f(t)dt is clearly in Pfa� (S), and so o-minimal, etc. What if f is in S, but only, say, C1? In [KM97c] we show thatin all cases g can be added to S to preserve o-minimality.On the other hand, if h(x; y) is C1, h in S, we do not know if j(x; y) =R x0 h(x; y)dx can be added to S to preserve o-minimality. (We currently doubtit). 22



6.3 The expansion Pn! � 1x�n. Euler considered the functiong(x) = 1Z0 e�tdt1 + xtwhich has asymptotic expansion Pn! � 1x�n near +1. This function is notin the system corresponding to the in�nitely representable functions and exp[DS97], but it is obviously in Pfa� (IR) (exercise).6.4 VC - dimension. The results of this paper (combined with [DM96,DMM94, W96, DS96, S96]) provide a huge variety of geometric examplesof classes with �nite V C-dimension. E�ective estimates even in a few caseswould be very welcome, and in any case one should investigate the signi�canceof the Charbonel operations for V C classes.
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